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It’s Wireless...and Batch!
ScanForce’s implementation of
wireless communication is the first
of its kind for Sage 100 ERP — a
wireless solution that also works in
batch mode.
This hybrid
communication functionality brings
all of the benefits of wireless
communication without the costs
and reliability concerns that appear
when full coverage is required. No
need to worry about connection
outages — your workers will be able
to continue capturing data.

ScanForce Warehouse Automation is an automated data collection system
designed specifically for seamless integration with Sage 100 ERP Solutions.
ScanForce is the ideal solution for small-to-medium sized businesses in the
distribution, wholesale, manufacturing, or retail trade.

Capture Data at the Point of Activity
Bar code data collection can provide enormous benefits for just about any
business. With the ScanForce bar code data collection solution, capturing data
is faster and more accurate, costs are lower, mistakes are minimized, and
managing inventory is much easier.
ScanForce allows you to collect data remotely on rugged, warehouse tested
handheld terminals. These portable handhelds let you roam your warehouse
cable-free, allowing you to collect information at the point of activity.

Increasing Productivity
Increase productivity, reduce paperwork, improve accuracy, and eliminate data
re-entry with the following ScanForce Warehouse Automation features:
 Optimize the shipping cycle with programs to pick, check, pack, and ship

your orders
 Have your Receipt of Goods processed while on the receiving dock as

soon as your personnel receives and verifies the shipment
 Perform inventory functions such as Transfers, Issues, and Physical

Counts in a fraction of the time
 ...And much more!

Once the inventory task has been performed with the handheld scanner, the
data is sent directly into Sage 100 ERP! There is no need for a clerk to re-enter
the data. Enjoy the benefits of reduced errors and improved data integrity.
Eliminate having your salespersons wait for accurate inventory information to
be made available. Improve customer service and increase productivity. Get
the most out of your inventory with ScanForce!
See reverse side for features and benefits...
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Features
 User Friendly Interface
 Fast item lookups with multiple search criteria
 Display bin locations in all programs
 Automatic recognition of lot/serialized items
 Lot/serial number lookups and validation
 Auto-increment feature
 Calculator in all programs
 Review screens show the user what has been scanned and

allows for corrections
 Validation of all fields whether you’re in or out of wireless

coverage
 Ship goods using Shipping Data Entry or Invoice Data Entry
 Ship in two steps with Pick and Pack
 Receive goods right on the dock and optionally print labels

on-the-fly
 Perform put-away and location maintenance right on the

spot
 Inquiry live quantity and location information
 Perform Physical Count and other inventory transactions in

multiple units of measure
 Supports handhelds in remote locations (i.e. different states)
 Compatible with long-range scan engines that scan up to 50

ft away

Benefits
 Eliminates duplicate data entry errors
 End error-prone, handwritten warehouse documents
 Increase transaction processing speed

Additional Modules
 Integration with ACS Multi-Bin for accurate

quantity information at the bin level
 ScanForce Labeling allows thermal label printing

from Sage 100 ERP and from the handheld on-thefly or during receiving
 Bill of Materials allows quick and accurate

production entries
 RMA Receiving allows you to verify returns quickly

and accurately
 Integration with WOScan for manufacturing and

shop-floor automation

 Improve customer service and customer satisfaction
 Increase employee productivity
 True inventory visibility when data is scanned at the

point of activity
 Eliminate error-prone manual entry of transactions into

the accounting system
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